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Diamonds are a girl's best friend; the brilliant sparkle is like no other. Although the brilliant white
diamonds are a favorite, the fancy colored diamonds have gained popularity amongst consumers on
all levels. The naturally colored diamonds, like the Hope diamond, are very rare and very expensive.
To tell a color enhanced diamond from a naturally colored one is not easy. Most tanzaniteâ€™s are
heated, a lot of blue topazes are irradiated, and a variety emerald is oiled. In an effort to satisfy the
colored diamond demand for availability, affordability and accessibility, the Lotus Colors, Inc. has
employed the most advanced color enhancement processes.

Imagine the possibilities of blues and pinks, greens and oranges, all brilliant and all applicable to a
variety of valuable pieces. These days a bride-to-be is not limited to the type of metal and design of
her engagement band, but now there is choice for color. The use of fancy colored diamonds, small
or large, a jeweler can creatively compliment a variety of natural diamonds or other precious stones
on a specific setting. The possibilities are limitless!

Lotus Colors, Inc. distributes and markets loose colored diamonds. However, in an effort to assist
their clients in sharing the beauty and possibilities of colored diamonds, they have a limited line of
manufactured jeweler to offer for sale. These include, multi-colored ball pendants, earrings and ring
gems, lines of studs and three stone rings. These items are designed to entice and offer new
customers a look into what a little color could do for any piece.

According to many jewelers, the more intense the gem, the higher its price tag. There are a number
of processes for a selection of colors. For instance, a process that recreates high pressure and high
temperature conditions that naturally exists within the mantel of the earth during the formation of a
diamond slowly enhances the color of a diamond. There are machines that mimic this process,
HPHT diamonds tend to be in the variety of greens, yellows and oranges. On the other hand, the
process of irradiation, using a linear accelerator-a gun that fires a beam of electrons at the
diamonds thereby enhances their color. Irradiation diamonds have a wider range of color, aqua
blue, sky blue, ocean blue, royal blue, ice green, emerald green, forest green, canary yellow, golden
yellow, rose pink, purplish pink, purple, orangish cognac and reddish cognac.

Through the decades, jewelers and their clients have been fascinated by fancy colored diamonds. It
has been established that for every ten thousand carats of colorless diamonds mined in the world,
only one carat colored diamond is found. Natural fancy colored diamonds are formed billions of
years ago and only have recently been uncovered. As such, so rare and remarkable, these fancy
colored diamonds account for one percent of all diamonds mined today. Who wouldn't want an
option? Lotus Colors, Inc. provides this option. Giving color and a brilliant beauty that would
otherwise be unavailable.
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diamonds. We guarantee a product that's absolutely safe, regularly supplied in great variety,
competitively priced, and strictly graded for consistent quality.
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